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by James T . Sylvester 
and Marlene Nesary
O
ur most recent research suggests that about 12 
percent o f the state’s households include 
snowmobile recreationists. Nearly always, the 
whole family participates. With an average household size of 
about 2.5, perhaps as many as 95,000 Montanans participate in 
the sport each winter.
Virtually all winter visitors to Yellowstone, for instance, use 
snowmobiles. This is true in part because the park’s internal 
roads are otherwise impassable 
to vehicles in winter. Perhaps 
more importantly, Yellowstone 
and environs have been success­
fully promoted as a world-class 
snowmobiling destination.
Our estimates suggest that 
nonresident snowmobilers 
spend about $40 million per 
year including food, lodging, 
and often, snowmobile rental 
costs. Resident snowmobilers 
have different spending pat­
terns; we estimate they spend 
about $60 million per year.
Resident and nonresident 
snowmobilers together buy nearly 5 million gallons of gasoline 
per season. With a base tax o f $.27 per gallon, we estimate that 
snowmobilers in Montana generate $1.3 million in revenue for 
the state highway trust fund.
In short, snowmobiling is a popular, revenue-generating 
winter recreation for Montana. It’s popular with a solid share 
of households in the state and increasingly popular with 
nonresident tourists.
This project was sponsored by the Montana Fish, 
Wildlife, and Parks Department; the Montana Department 
o f Commerce; and the Montana Snowmobile Association. 
Bureau staff conducted the research, using a three-pronged 
pproach, described below.
1. Several questions regarding snowmobile ownership 
and use were appended to the Bureau’s ongoing Montana 
Poll and asked of a random sample of households in Decem­
ber 1993 and in March and 
June 1994. The results, 
averaged over the three 
polls, provide an overall 
estimate o f snowmobile 
numbers in Montana and 
o f the proportion of 
Montana households 
participating in the sport.
2. From its records, 
the Montana Department 
o f Justice generated a 
random sample o f 500 
registered snowmobile 
owners in the state. A 
questionnaire was mailed 
to these Montana snowmobile owners in January 1994. O f 
these, 212 households returned usable surveys, providing the 
data base of snowmobile owner characteristics for state 
residents with registered vehicles.
3. Information on nonresident snowmobilers was 
gathered in another way. Between January and March of 
1994, about 4,000 cards were distributed to out-of-state 






Number of Snowmobiles in Montana
Number o f households 320,000
Proportion o f households with snowmobiles times 10.0%
Number o f snowmobiles per household times 1.7
Number o f snowmobiles equals 54,000
Sources: Montana Poll, Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
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Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana.
snowmobile areas (primarily West Yellowstone, Cooke City, 
Seeley Lake, Lincoln). O f these 4000 cards, 360 were returned. 
The Bureau mailed questionnaires and received back 153 usable 
surveys from nonresident snowmobilers.
Assumptions
We used several basic assumptions to derive statewide 
impacts from our survey o f Montana snowmobile activity. 
Using information from AAA Montana, national park officials, 
the U.S. Census, the Montana Poll, and other sources, we 
assumed the following:
• An average gasoline price o f $1,289 during the winter of 
1993-94.
• An average fuel consumption of 13 miles per gallon of 
gas.
• A total o f about 70,000 visitors to Yellowstone National 
Park between December 1993 and March 1994.
Resident only assumptions include:
• A total o f 320,000 Montana households averaging 2.5 
persons each.
• About 10 percent o f Montana households own one or 
more snowmobiles.
• Snowmobiling households in Montana own an average of 
1.7 snowmobiles.
• During the 1993-94 season, slightly more Montana 
households participated in snowmobiling (12 percent) than 
owned snowmobiles (10 percent).
• Residents travel about 60 miles per activity day on their 
snowmobiles and spend about $7.92 for snowmobile fuel.
The following assumptions apply to nonresident 
snowmobilers:
• Nonresident snowmobilers in Montana travel about 91 
miles per activity day—more miles than residents because 
nonresidents tend to come for one purpose and want their 
money's worth.
• Although they travel more miles, nonresidents spend less 
per day on fuel (about $6.42 on average) because gasoline costs 
are often covered in snowmobile rental packages.
• Nonresidents spend about 4.5 days per snowmobile 
vacation.
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Snowmobile Numbers
Anecdotal evidence both from within the state and from 
trail administrators in other states suggests that many snow­
mobiles in private hands are never registered. But by utilizing
Montana Poll responses on 
snowmobile ownership, we 
have arrived at an estimate 
o f approximately 54,000 
snowmobiles in Montana 
(Table 1).
Figure 1 shows the 
number o f snowmobiles 
registered with the Mon­
tana Department of 
Justice's, Title and Regis­
tration Bureau since 1990. 
Our estimate suggests 
about 66 percent o f Mon­
tana snowmobiles are not 
registered. Many o f these 
may not be actively used, 
are used only on private . 
lands where registration is not required, or are simply not used 
in compliance with registration requirements.
Favorite Recreation Sites
• Figure 2 shows state residents' favorite snowmobiling areas; 
the chart is based on survey data. In general, snowmobilers like 
to ride close to home. This is especially true for Montanans in
western Montana living near major snowmobile centers like 
Lincoln or Seeley Lake.
Nonresident snowmobilers flock to West Yellowstone, an 
area with world class facilities and packaged tours. Our current 
sample and results from the 1987-88 study both suggest that 
over three-quarters o f nonresidents snowmobiling in Montana 
spend time in or near West Yellowstone. They may spend 
about half their visit outside our state’s boundaries, but 
nonresidents' economic impact is felt almost entirely in 
Montana because accommodations and services are here.
Dispersed snowmobiling also occurs in the Big H ole Valley 
where nearby Idaho residents cross over, in and around 
Lookout Pass where Idaho and Washington state residents 
make day trips, and in northwestern Montana where Marias 
Pass and Eureka draw some limited Canadian visitation. 
Smaller numbers of nonresident snowmobilers also visit 
Cooke City, Lincoln, and Seeley Lake.
Activity Days
One measure o f the sport’s popularity and potential impact 
is the number o f “activity days,” a figure roughly defined by 
the estimated number o f snowmobilers and their average 
number of outings per season.
A conservative estimate o f 11 percent resident participation 
and an average o f 2.5 household members who snowmobile 
suggests a total of about 1.23 million activity days per season 
for Montana snowmobile enthusiasts.
Calculations for nonresidents are more tenuous. Since about 




Source: Bureau o f Business and 
Economic Research, The University of 
Montana.
Table 2
Average Daily Expenditures by Snowmobilers in Montana 
by Major Category, 1993-1994
Nonresident Resident
Mean Median Mean Median
Gas for snowmobiles $6.42 $3.30 $7.95 $7.50
Gas for transportation 7.13 2.32 10.99 7.50
Lodging 45.50 31.46 9.80 0.00
Eating and drinking places 31.27 23.54 12.31 7.08
Food, grocery, and convenience stores 6.61 3.33 5.21 2.75
Entertainment and recreation places 4.20 0.00 1.68 0.00
Snowmobile dealers 33.60 5.99 12.15 0.00
Other retail 11.07 5.00 5.86 0.00
Other expenditures 25.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total daily expenditures $140.60 $125.00 $53.95 $25.00
Note: Totals do not add up because some questionnaires did not separate resident and 
nonresident expenditures. Median is that point where half are above and half are below. In most 
expenditure categories, over half the resident respondents did not spend any money.
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University o f Montana.




in Montana by Category, 1993-94
Gas for snowmobiles $1,187,191
Gas for transportation 1,318,485
Lodging 8,413,893
Eating and drinking places 5,782,471
Food, grocery, and convenience stores 1,237,120
Entertainment and recreation stores 778,516
Other retail 2,047,072
Travel packages 4,700,685
Total daily personal expenditures 25,465,433
Safety equipment 1,262,440
Snowmobile clothing 2,882,711
Snowmobile dealers and repairs 6,213,336
Snowmobile club dues 174,311
Other snowmobile expenses 4,649,552
Total household expenditures 15,184,350
Total nonresident expenditures $40,649,783
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f Montana.
Table 4
Gallons of Gasoline Consumed by Snowmobiles 
in Montana, 1993-94
Resident gasoline usage, combined average of 
Estimates based on mileage
a) Miles per year per machine




Estimates based on expenditures
c) Gasoline per day
d) Gasoline per year per machine
4.645.000
4.850.000
Gasoline consumed by resident snowmobiles, 
average o f a, b, c, d
3,859,000
Nonresident gasoline usage, combined average of 
Estimate based on miles per day 
Estimate based on expenditures per day 





Estimated total gasoline consumed by snowmobiles in 
Montana, in gallons 4,967,000
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana.
Yellowstone Park, we extrapolated from visitor data during 
1993-94—a poor season overall for snow—and arrived at a 
fairly conservative estimate o f 185,000 activity days for 
nonresident snowmobilers.
Thus, combined resident and nonresident snowmobile 
activity days amounted to 1.42 million during Montana’s 1993- 
94 winter season. By comparison, downhill ski areas counted
only about 1 million activity days total for both residents and 
nonresidents for the 1993-94 season.
Expenditures
Although we estimated snowmobile-related spending for 
both residents and nonresidents, our major interest is nonresi­
dent expenditures. They are part o f Montana’s increasingly 
important nonresident tourism industry, and like other basic 
industries, nonresident tourism brings new dollars into the 
state economy.
Table 2 shows that the total mean expenditure for nonresi­
dents was $140.60 per activity day. Table 3 breaks down total 
seasonal nonresident expenditures for each category. Daily 
personal expenditures included consumables such as food and 
lodging, while household expenditures included items used 
repeatedly over the course o f a season (safety equipment, 
clothing).
Note that nonresident snowmobilers spent over $25 million 
in Montana during the 1993-94 season for daily personal 
expenses. Almost $8.5 million o f this went for lodging, and 
another $5.8 million was spent in Montana restaurants and 
bars. Nonresidents also spent another $15 million on items not 
directly connected to their trip.
On the other hand, residents typically don’t incur lodging 
costs and spend less on eating and drinking, and other expenses. 
As Table 3 shows, residents' median expenditures were about 
$25.00 per day, some 20 percent o f the comparable figure for 
nonresidents.
The impact of snowmobile-related spending can also be 
understood in terms o f jobs and income. Approximately 25 
percent o f nonresident spending becomes direct labor income 
for Montanans—income earned by people who work in 
lodging places, eating and drinking establishments, and other 
businesses that serve tourists. The remaining percentage is 
spent on items that must be imported into Montana for sale 
such as film, groceries and clothing.
Overall, we estimate that nonresident snowmobilers 
generate over $10 million per year in labor income for 
Montanans—or about 750 full- and part-time jobs.
Gas Usage
Gasoline usage estimates are important because they suggest 
tax amounts being paid into the state highway trust fund by 
snowmobilers. Under current legislation a portion o f these 
revenues are returned to snowmobilers through the trail 
grooming program.
We used several items on the questionnaire to estimate and 
verify gas usage. One question asked respondents to estimate 
total miles snowmobiled during the 1993-94 season. Another 
part o f the survey asked for estimated yearly and daily expen­
ditures for gasoline. From these separate and individual 
estimates, we developed a combined average. Table 4 shows the 
gasoline usage estimates for residents and nonresidents, and for 
the total consumed by snowmobiles in Montana. At nearly 5
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million gallons and $.27 per gallon in tax, snowmobile 
recreationists contribute an estimated $1.3 million to 
Montana’s highway trust fund per year.
A Growing Sport?
We wanted some estimate o f the change, if any, in 
snowmobiling’s popularity and impact over the 
past several years. We reanalyzed data from the 1987-88 
survey, converting “per outing” to “per day expendi­
tures” so we could compare the change over time.
As Table 5 shows, nonresident snowmobile activity 
increased by more than 70 percent over the period, from 
about 108,000 nonresident activity days in 1987-88 to 
185,000 in 1993-94.
Given such increases, it’s not surprising that nonresi­
dent spending also grew substantially. Even when 
adjusted for inflation, nonresident expenditures more 
than doubled, from about $19.4 million in 1987-88 to 
$40.6 million in 1993-94.
Snowmobiler Characteristics 
and Motives
Table 6 compares resident and nonresident 
snowmobilers according to a few key characteristics.
Note that almost 70 percent o f nonresidents report 
household incomes o f $50,000 or more, while only about 
a third of resident snowmobilers have incomes that high.
Montana snowmobilers in general are slightly younger 
than nonresident enthusiasts. Residents and nonresidents 
also differ in the kind o f excursions they take. Table 7 
shows that residents tend to ride fewer miles per activity 
day and spend less time on groomed trails. It may be that 
most o f these differences reflect nonresidents on vacation 
vs. residents out for the day.
What draws snowmobilers to their sport? Our 
surveys explored that question in some detail, with 
interesting results. Nearly all respondents agreed that 
having fun was a prime motivator. Also, similar propor­
tions o f resident and nonresident snowmobilers cited the 
adventure and excitement o f exploring new places.
However, survey data also revealed some clear 
motivational differences between resident and nonresi­
dent snowmobilers. For instance, nonresidents placed 
more importance on being in nature and learning more 
about it. Residents were more likely to value the physical 
challenges and family participation o f the sport as well as 
the access to areas otherwise unavailable.
Wish List
Residents and nonresidents also differed when asked to 
rate the importance o f various snowmobile facilities, 
enhancements, and regulatory controls o f the sport. As 
Table 9 shows, nonresidents were far more interested
Table 5
Comparison of 1988 and 1994 Studies
1993-94
Nonresident comparisons
Total number o f visits to destination 1 2
Number o f days at destination 4 5
Number o f days snowmobiling 3 4
Number o f nonresident activity days 108,000 185,000
Average daily expenditure per person (1994 $) $132.84 $140.60
Median daily expenditure per person (1994 $) $93.67 $125.00
Total expenditures (1994 dollars) $19,418,000 $40,650,000
Labor income (1994 dollars) $4,854,500 $10,162,250
Number o f full- and part-time jobs 349 750




Familv Profile Resident Nonresident
Household income (percent)
Less than $25,000 13.6 5.6
$25,000-534,999 25.7 4.3
$35,000-549,999 27.7 20.6
$50,000 or more 33.0 69.5
Median age o f all snowmobilers 35.0 39.5
Males 36.0 41.0
Females 35.0 37.5
Gender o f snowmobilers (percent)
Males 57.3 46.7
Females 42.7 53.3
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f Montana.
Table 7
A Typical Montana Snowmobile Outing
(Averages)
Residents Nonresidents
Total times visited destination 10 2
Group description
Average number in group 5 6
Average number from household 2.5 2.5
How long
Days at destination 1 5
Days snowmobiling 1 4
Average number o f miles per day 60 91
Amount o f time on groomed trails 43% 80%
Amount o f time on private land 10% 18%
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The
University o f Montana.
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Table 8




Plowed parking areas 47.5 50.7
Road sign directions to snowmobile trails 50.0 83.1
Snowmobile loading ramps 17.3 19.7
Heated shelters at parking areas 8.4 25.4
Groomed trails 53.7 85.3
Nature intrepretation along trails 12.1 45.4
Trail markers and signs 68.7 87.3
Trail maps 71.3 94.4
Long trails 69.0 78.6
Loop trails 63.2 82.1
Shelters along trails 26.1 55.6
Outhouses along trails 27.5 63.6
Outhouses at parking area/trailhead 58.2 77.1
Regulation
Rider certification 19.3 32.6
Emergency help 29.5 48.9
Law enforcement on trails 7.5 33.8
Limits on number o f people 5.4 28.6
Entry permits to use an area 2.0 23.9
Volunteer assistance 24.0 38.7
Encouragement o f large groups 11.2 7.9
Discouragement o f large groups 8.4 28.4
User fees for groomed trails 10.0 30.5
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University o f 
Montana.
Table 9
The Most Important Issue Facing 
Snowmobiling
Residents Nonresidents
Access to snowmobiling areas 43.2 11.2
Impact on the environment 4.7 15.7
Noise, smoke 2.8 3.9
Number o f people 1.9 11.8
Safety 17.6 32.2
Personal responsibility 5.2 5.9
Machine power and speed 2.4 7.2
Safety 10.0 19.1





No response 19.4 23.7
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f Montana.
than residents in additional snowmobile-related signage, 
including roadside directions to sites, trail markers, and nature 
interpretations. Most nonresidents also wished for heated 
shelters and outhouses. Residents, on the whole, placed much 
less emphasis on such facilities and enhancements. About equal 
proportions in each group wanted plowed parking areas and 
snowmobile ramps.
The two groups differed markedly in the importance each 
placed on regulatory and safety factors. A much greater share of 
nonresidents wanted emergency help available at snowmobile 
sites, law enforcement, user fees, and limited entry.
In short, nonresidents seem more worried about safety and 
overcrowding and are much more likely to accept certain 
controls on the sport. Residents, on the other hand, seem to 
want unregulated access and are more willing to accept undevel­
oped sites.
Key Issues
Our survey also offered a space for respondents to write in 
what they thought was the most important issue facing 
snowmobilers. Nonresidents cited safety factors more fre­
quently than any other category, about 32 percent. Only about 
18 percent o f residents thought safety a key issue. Nonresidents 
were also much more likely to be concerned about environmen­
tal impacts, while residents mostly worried about access to 
snowmobiling areas.
Overall, differences in resident and nonresident responses to 
this open-ended question seem to echo differences found 
elsewhere in the survey. That is, nonresident snowmobilers as a 
group seem more interested in and concerned about their 
sport’s impact on the natural world, and more willing to accept 
some limits on their activity for the sake o f safety or conserva­
tion. Residents as a group are widely concerned about access, 
and much less receptive to regulations, limits, and controls—for 
safety or any other reason.
In summary, snowmobiling is a significant sport in the state 
and has significant economic impacts. According to our data, it 
exceeds downhill skiing in terms o f activity days per season—if 
not necessarily in total economic impact, given the different 
spending patterns for each sport.
In addition to the $1 million in direct 1993-94 expenditures 
by resident and nonresident snowmobilers, we estimate that 
they paid another SI.3 million in gasoline taxes into the 
highway trust during that period.
It’s worth remembering, as policy makers and others eye this 
revenue stream, that residents and nonresident snowmobilers 
differ markedly in some ways—income profile, spending 
patterns, concerns, and desires.
Development o f facilities and regulation o f the sport could 
satisfy one group at the expense o f the other.Q
James T. Sylvester is an economist at the Bureau o f Business and 
Economic Research, The University o f Montana. Marlene Nesary is 
editor o f the Montana Business Quarterly.




A New Look at Business Power Circles
by Dawn-Marie D riscoll
fter the recent election, the power structure 
J L  in the public sector is easy to figure out. 
The candidates who won will now be making the decisions 
about issues o f importance for the rest o f us.
But that’s only one side o f the power structure 
ledger. In the private sector, where decisions are also 
made about critical issues, the players are not as 
identifiable. As a result, we sometimes overlook 
the importance o f those leaders in the economic 
community who comprise the power circle called 
“The Club.” In general, this group is made up of 
the opinion makers and leaders in a community 
or industry, the people who make things 
happen, whose ideas are listened to and who 
influence decisions in public or behind the 
scenes.
In industries such as utilities, wood 
products, tourism, financial services, 
agriculture, law, or any other field, there 
is a Club. Individuals who are concerned 
about the economic future o f Montana 
should determine what Club they care about 
and set a goal to be part o f it.
Membership in The Club is not difficult to achieve because 
The Club is diverse and not just reserved for individuals who 
hold CEO, president, or other senior level status. In Montana, 
The Club may be the governor’s informal group o f business 
community advisers. In many cities and towns it may be the 
Chamber of Commerce board; in Missoula it may be two 
lawyers, two developers, and one elected official who meet at 
the Red Lion Inn every morning for breakfast. In some cases, it 
may be an influential business person who has no title but is 
the one who really calls the shots.
In most communities and professions, the major criteria
for membership in The Club include a willingness to “show 
up,” contribute, and lead—by reputation, opinions, and deeds. 
The Club varies from place to place, but if a random group of 
individuals were asked to write down the ten most influential 
business people in Montana, no doubt the names would be 
similar across the lists. Developing a consensus about who 
comprises The Club is as much an exercise in 
perception as reality, which is why 
anyone could visit Nashville, Tennes­
see, talk to citizens there and soon 
figure out who is in the Country 
Music Club.
Membership in The Club is fluid. 
For example, there was a radical shift of 
power in Dallas when the oil and real 
estate markets crashed. Business people 
who had once controlled the city were too 
busy tending their failing companies to lead 
the economic community. This created a 
power vacuum for others to fill. In other 
cities, mergers and aquisitions o f major compa­
nies resulted in absentee owners who cared little 
about the local economy, causing the executives 
o f these companies to become less influential.
This allowed younger, less traditional business leaders and 
professionals to take their place in key organizations.
In general, business men and women are helping each other 
assume leadership positions in The Club because that’s where 
decisions are made that affect barriers in their professions, 
succession planning in their companies, the economic future of 
their communities, and the public policy issues they care about.
Several examples concerning the issue o f health care 
illustrate why participation in areas o f private sector leadership 
is important to many business people.
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Domestic violence is the number one cause o f injury to 
women, requiring not only emergency treatment but continu­
ing social services. Yet there are three times the number of 
shelters for homeless animals as there are for battered women, 
and nationally, only 5 percent o f United Way money is 
allocated for women’s shelters. In many communities, the 
United Way board is The Club, and men and women con­
cerned about the issue o f domestic violence are starting to pay 
attention to who sits oiiXJnited Way boards and allocation 
committees. Even business leaders who are too busy themselves 
to serve on the United Way board are encouraging peers to 
serve.
In one major Eastern city, several senior level business 
women focused their attention on the United Way. First, by a
strategic leak to the local press, they publicized the fact that 
there were no women on the prestigious campaign cabinet.
The next year, two women were included, and then several 
others were nominated for the board. Finally, the first woman 
chairman o f the board was elected, followed by the first 
woman chair o f the allocation committee.
But that wasn’t all. When the long-time president o f the 
United Way retired, several business women were included on 
the search committee and helped recruit a talented black female 
to replace the outgoing executive. Over time, membership of 
the United Way Club changed in that city, as more business 
women participated in its activities, reassured that they were 
represented and included in decision-making.
Decisions about health care funding such as those made in
Strategies for Membership in The Club
U se C o lla b o ra tiv e  Power. Collaborative power is simply 
business people helping other individuals in business, through 
organizations like Chambers o f Commerce, Rotary, the National 
Association o f Women Business Owners, and others. While the 
business world is competitive, success often comes through the 
help o f other business leaders. It is not uncommon for an 
executive to discover that the key decision-maker for an important 
business deal was a business leader he hadn't yet met, but that 
someone else knew. An introduction from a business peer made 
the difference. Owners o f small businesses have found clients or 
customers in large corporations through participation in local civic j 
and business associations. New residents in a community often 
meet others with similar interests by volunteering in business or 
charitable activities.
From associations o f travel professionals to construction 
companies to cell biology scientists and motion picture 
executives, professional trade association groups are both a 
source of collaborative power and important leadership training 
grounds. Many business people have discovered the route to The 
Club leads from involvement in their own professional organiza­
tions to membership and officer positions in mainstream groups 
like Chambers o f Commerce and economic task forces.
Be a Rainmaker. "Rainmaking" is the ability to bring 
in new clients or sales, or to contribute profits to the bottom line.
It is perhaps the most valued skill in private sector Clubs. In 
the legal and consulting world, rainmaking is bringing in 
important clients. In the nonprofit world, rainmaking is the 
ability to raise significant amounts o f money or bring in grants 
that help pay overhead. In the retailing world, rainmaking 
is increasing gross margin, while in the financial world, it is 
increasing a portfolio's value or generating healthy fees and 
commissions. But whatever the field, one rule is constant: power 
and influence in The Club belong to the individual who is 
perceived as a "rainmaker."
Success at rainmaking is not difficult. One technique to 
help others gain membership in th e Club is to use the "five magic 
words" o f rainmaking: "How can I help you?" The person you are 
talking to may ask you to direct new customers^hjs Way or review 
her business plan. And then he may say the same to you: "How 
can I help you"? That's your signal to tell him about the new free­
lance business you are starting or the charity fundraiser you are 
chairing or the fact that you need help getting a grant. Using 
those five magic words is on e key strategy for our own rainmak­
ing success and also helping others move into The Club.
U nderstand th e  Im portan ce o f  Public V isibility. Being a 
rainmaker and working hard in business organizations will not 
make you an influential member o f The Club if other leaders in 
the economic community don't know you. One business leader 
described her shorthand test: "If I called a business leader in my 
community who I'd never m et would he know my name and 
take my call?" Keys to achieving public visibility include monitoring 
every public economic forum and challenging the business 
reporting o f newspapers and magazines. Are the same individuals 
always asked their opinions about important econom ic issues or 
do a wide variety o f businesspeople respond? Some business 
organizations are inviting local business reporters and editors for 
off-the-record sessions so the press can meet new  business leaders 
and add them to their rolodex o f names and industries.
There are other techniques to increase visibility. These 
range from writing articles and giving speeches to hiring a public 
relations professional. Public celebrations honoring business 
leaders are a common technique. One example o f that model is 
the annual Women's Hall o f Fame awards dinner in San Francisco 
which attracts over 700 people. Women o f accomplishment in 
that community who have been inducted into the Hall o f Fame 
have great public visibility, enhancing their membership in The 
Club.SS
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United Way committees are just one part o f the picture. The 
legislative debates about health care reform will undoubtedly 
continue, now that the issue has been put on the public agenda 
and candidates have been forced to express their views publicly.
But while elected officials may eventually vote on health 
care reform, the substance o f the legislation will first be 
negotiated by health care special interests and business groups. 
The executive and legislative policy committees o f these groups 
decide which legislation to support or oppose, and then 
communicate their public policy positions to 
their memberships and elected officials.
Business leaders who want to be heard on 
health care reform, whether about issues of 
portability and pre-existing conditions or 
about mandatory coverage by employers, 
realize that writing their legislators is not 
sufficient. T o influence the debate, they must 
join the debaters, and in business circles, 
that means influencing The Club. Membership 
in most trade and business organizations is 
open to anyone, and over time, leadership
belongs to those who participate, volunteer, ___________
and express opinions. Deliberations at legisla­
tive policy committees are often free-wheeling and positions 
can be changed by the force o f argument and logic. Those who 
are not at the table are at a disadvantage.
Two additional issues regarding the provision of 
preventive health care raise questions about certain Clubs.
Regular dental hygiene care is a key factor in avoiding 
expensive and debilitating dental care later on. The great 
demand for dental hygiene places hygienists on the front line of 
preventive medicine. Yet in most states, they cannot practice 
independently o f dentists. Some business leaders argue this 
restriction is not only economic strangulation o f dental 
hygienists, it is poor public health planning. They ask, “Who is 
in the Dental Club? Is it the Dental Association’s Legislative 
Policy Committee? What is the makeup o f that committee, and 
would it make a difference if other points of view were 
represented on the committee?”
Similar issues arise in the delivery o f basic preventive 
medical care. In most states, nurse practitioners must be 
supervised by a physician, even if the physician’s services are 
not needed. One study estimated that removing legislative 
barriers against nurse practitioners would save $6 to $9 billion
Individuals itiho 
are concerned about 
the economic future 
o f  Montana should 
determine what 
Club they care 
about and set a goal 
to be part o f  it
in health care costs each year. Business leaders who are con­
cerned about the costs o f health care are asking which Club 
erected these barriers and how they can diversify its point of 
view.
Health care is an issue common to many industries, but 
every profession or community has its own priorities. Retailers 
in many states are fighting restrictive Sunday sales laws and are 
discovering that only by joining together in a Retailing Club 
can they implement ballot or legislative initiatives, or overturn 
existing ones. In yet another area o f interest, some young golf 
professionals are working hard to join and 
influence the older, more traditional members 
o f the G olf Club. They are looking to lift 
restricted tee times and restrictions at private 
clubs that deny women the same business 
benefits o f the sport that many men enjoy. As 
business women are a growing percentage of 
the thousands o f new golfers who take up the 
sport each year, golf professionals realize 
women's full participation will support the 
future economic vitality o f the entire golf 
industry.
Achieving membership in The Club is 
obviously good for business. As individuals become known, 
their stature rises and their own businesses become more 
successful. Their self-esteem grows. For some, membership in 
The Club is the launch-pad for a new business or appointment 
to a corporate board.
But these are not the only reasons to strive for leadership in 
the economic world. Business men and women want to be in 
the middle o f every important economic decision that affects 
their community, their company, or the issues they care about. 
This is the point o f achieving success in the economic arena— 
not just big salaries, prestigious titles, or larger offices. The 
meaning o f success for members o f The Club is the opportu­
nity to assume leadership roles in the private sector and 
influence outcomes—in short, to make their opinions heard.
Dawn-Marie Driscoll is an attorney, corporate directory and 
President o f Driscoll Associates in Cape Coralt Florida. She 
co-authored Members o f The Club: The Coming o f Age of 
Executive Women (Free Press 1993) and was a visiting scholar at 
The University o f Montana in October 1994.






Note: The follow ing was adapted from  a presentation by the 
eminent journalist Daniel Schorr in October 1994. He was a 
keynote speaker fo r the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center's tenth 
anniversary conference, “Imagining a Global Community. “
Housed on the UM campus, the Center reflects the life and work 
o f Mike Mansfield, who combined the interests o f the state o f 
Montana with those o f the peoples o f the Pacific Rim. The Mansfield 
Center's research and teaching activities focus on Modem Asian 
Affairs, and Ethics and Public Policy. Each year it sponsors a major 
conference.
The Mansfield Center's 1995 conference theme is “Landscapes 
and Communities in Asia and the Pacific Northwest “It is 
scheduled fo r October 15-17 in Missoula. For more information 
about the Center and its programs, call Philip West, Acting 
Director, at (406) 243-2988.
T"?1 * 4  ifty five years have passed since I graduated from 
college in New York. Back then, we didn’t have
* *  nylon or Saran wrap or ballpoint pens or atom 
bombs or frozen foods or plastic credit cards or jet planes or 
Xerox machines. In those days chips were made o f wood, 
hardware meant hammers, and software wasn’t in the dictio­
nary. Grass was something you mowed, Coke was something 
you drank, and pot was what you cooked in.
W e didn’t have television—a primal force perhaps as great as 
nuclear energy and equally in need o f taming for peaceful 
purposes. I can remember the first demonstration o f television 
in America by RCA at the 1939 New York World’s Fair. I 
stood in front o f a camera, and my girlfriend could see me in a 
monitor a hundred feet away. It seemed an interesting toy, but 
I didn’t see how it would ever amount to anything important.
We didn’t have the United Nations. The League o f Nations 
had withered on the vine, impotent to protect Ethiopia from 
Italian aggression or to save Spain from what was called a civil 
war but was really a rehearsal for Hitler and Mussolini’s wider 
war.
When that wider war came, I was drafted into the army. I’d 
always wanted to be a correspondent in Europe, so th? ever- 
responsive military sent me to San Antonio, where I served the 
occupation army o f Texas at H q 4th Army, Fort Sam Hous­
ton. I was there when President Roosevelt died, when VE Day 
came, when the B-29 Enola Gay dropped the first atom bomb 
on Hiroshima, and when the Japanese surrendered—as many 
think they’d been on the point o f doing anyway.
Amid the ruins of World War Two, victorious leaders 
imagined a global community. The wartime coalition had been 
named the United Nations; now it would be made permanent. 
The UN would rest on a consensus o f two great powers, the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union; two no-longer-so-great powers, 
Britain and France; and China, hoping to be great.
These five together, each with a veto to protect its position, 
would lead colonial possessions into a brave new world of 
independence. Together these five would police the planet and 
keep it peaceful.
They really imagined a global community. But they erected 
their structure over an ideological faultline between Commu­
nism and Capitalism, between East and West. And though 
subordinated to the common purpose o f defeating Germany 
and Japan, this ideological antagonism soon rumbled again.
Within two years Stalin had bared his teeth in Eastern 
Europe. Winston Churchill was proclaiming an “Iron Curtain." 
The West began massive rearmament, organizing the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO’s purpose, according to 
Lord Ismay, its first executive, was “to keep the Russians out, 
the Americans in, and the Germans down."
Arrogantly, we divided the world into three parts. The First 
World, o f course, meant us. The Second World was where 
Stalin reigned. And all the rest was something loosely called the 
Third World. Though a somewhat ethnocentric term, “Third
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World” was meant beneficently. It was the underdeveloped 
world, the part that benevolent guardians, acting together, 
would lead into independence, nation building, and economy 
building.
Instead, the Third World became a contested area between 
the First and Second World superpowers, which chose and 
armed ally states and factions within states for a series o f proxy 
wars. Open wars in Korea and Vietnam. Less formal wars in 
Ethiopia, Somalia, Angola, Cambodia, Chile, Guatemala, 
Nicaragua. And even in South Africa, where the community- 
supported African National Congress could not receive our seal 
of approval until the C old  War ended.
That was my beat—the Cold War. In 1948 I covered the 
birth of NATO  and the Marshall Plan, which President 
Truman sold to Congress as a way o f resisting the Commu­
nists. I was in M oscow in 1956 when Nikita Krushchev sent 
tanks to crush an anti-Communist uprising in Hungary, and 
the Eisenhower administration, fearing to unleash nuclear war, 
stood on the sidelines. In 1957, with the launch o f Sputnik, the 
arms race developed into a space race as well.
Come 1961 in Germany, I witnessed the visual symbol of 
how World War ID might start: Berlin was technically under, 
four-power occupation, but the Wall went up in August, and 
by October, a dispute developed over the right o f American 
officials to cross freely into the Russian Zone. Soon American 
and Soviet tanks were muzzle to muzzle at Checkpoint 
Charlie. I stood between them wondering if the world 
would end. Later I learned this was a “photo opportunity” for 
political purposes, while in private, Kennedy and Krushchev 
were busily defusing the confrontation.
The Berlin Wall came down in 1989, the Second World 
collapsed, and hooray, our team had won. We were ready to 
survey the fruits and costs o f the Cold War, which, for both 
sides, had been such an automatic and unthinking organizing 
principle.
As we soon learned, we had, in the course o f our unholy 
crusade against the other, done some unspeakable things to our 
own countries and peoples. There were vast ecological disasters 
in the former Soviet Union. The Aral Sea, the world’s largest 
mland sea, was drying up. And thousands had been blithely 
exposed to radiation from nuclear weapons development. Was 
America much better? Recently declassified materials suggest a 
certain managerial nonchalance about radiation effects on areas 
surrounding our own nuclear facilities. And worse, hundreds, 
perhaps thousands o f Americans were turned into guinea pigs 
for experiments with plutonium.
In forty years o f C old War, the casualties were almost 
entirely limited to what each superpower did to its own people 
and environment-and to the Third World. The Third World 
which, if you’ll remember, we were going to nuture, bring into 
a new dawn.
Instead, our Cold War legacy to the Third World was an 
arsenal o f weapons which warring clans could use to kill each 
other. We didn’t do much to alleviate the Third World’s lethal
mix o f too many people, driven to prey on their environment 
and on each other. Why genocide in Rwanda, where the 
average woman has 8.5 children, the highest population density 
in Africa? What will happen in Haiti, with its population 
expected to double in the next 18 years, from 7 to 14 million? 
And Haiti is almost entirely deforested.
The post-Cold War “New World Order” died with the death 
o f the Soviet Empire, and, as James Woolsey put it, “the dragon 
is slain but there are a lot o f snakes out there.”
And we, the proud standard bearers o f the First World, 
what o f us? With one-fifth o f the world’s population, we use 
two-thirds o f its resources and contribute four-fifths o f its 
wastes and pollutants.
Some words in our post-Cold War lexicon must be rede­
fined. One is aggression. Aggression is not just an army 
marching across a border; it’s also despoiling an environment, 
denying people a chance o f future livelihood. Security must be 
redefined as well. President Clinton was using a new definition 
when he said that one reason for sending troops to Haiti was 
“the security o f our borders.” Security against a desperate 
exodus, not just against bombs and guns. We need, too, a 
broader definition o f violence. A child who dies o f plague or 
AIDS dies violently. When an arid region has been deprived of 
unpolluted water, violence has been committed.
So now, if we are to imagine a global community, we must 
imagine one that can organize new security pacts against new 
kinds o f aggression and violence.
My friend Tim Werth, Undersecretary o f State, uses the 
phrase “human security.” Human security is about the billion 
people who go hungry every day, the 17 million who die each 
year from preventable diseases, the 1.3 billion without clean 
water, the 2 billion who lack safe sanitation. N ot to mention 
the 20 million who stream across borders, escaping destitution 
and each other.
We must try to imagine a global community that can deal 
with such disasters. I wish I had a magic formula like the 
United Nations. But the UN  is little more than the resources 
and authority invested in it. Recent administrations—Bush and 
Clinton—have had some unsatisfactory experiences with the 
UN in Bosnia and Somalia and have shown a tendency to pull 
back from the whole concept o f unilateralism.
Perhaps we should look to an institution regarded as more 
successful, one with which America has been happier overall. I 
am speaking o f NATO, which needs only a new definition of 
“security” to give it a new mission o f deterring “violence” and 
“aggression.”
In truth, I don’t care whether NATO  is reborn or whether 
some new kind o f alliance is created. I care only that an 
institution be created in which America can function effec­
tively, dedicated to the cause o f human security in a world no 
longer divided into First, Second, and Third, but just One 
World, guided by an awareness o f for whom the bell tolls. □





by Daniel P. Wichman 
Charles E. Keegan III 
Dwane D. Van Hooser
TPake a look at the qualities economic developmei 
specialists and politicians want in the wood 
a J L  products industry, and you may recognize 
Montana’s log home industry: it is very labor intensive, is a 
high value segment o f the industry, uses dead timber, and 
sells product throughout the world.
The log home industry may not fulfill every economic 
development specialist’s dream, but employment and sales i 
the sector have grown substantially in recent years—growth 
that is not driven by processing more timber, but rather 
achieved by increasing the value per unit volume o f timber
processed. This industry annually consumes only about 2 
percent o f the timber harvested in the state. However, it 
accounts for about 7 percent o f Montana’s forest products 
industry employment, 5 percent o f its payrolls, and 4 percent 
o f sales. |
Statewide, the log home industry is not a major employer.
Over half the state’s log home industry is based in the Bitter­
root Valley. And there it is a major employer, accounting for
more than 60 percent o f the manufacturing employment in 
Ravalli County.
Every five to seven years since 1976, The University of 
Montana's Bureau of Business and Economic Research (BBER), 
in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service Intermountain 
Research Station’s Inventory Monitoring and Evaluation 
Program, conducts a complete census o f Montana’s timber 
processing industry.
Far left: Photo provided by Custom Log Homes. M iddle: Alpine 
Log Hornes/Dan Coffey photo. Above: Alpine Log Homes photo.
This census provides detailed information on major forest 
industry segments such as sawmills, plywood plants, and 
mill residue processors (i.e., the pulp mill, particleboard 
plant, and medium density fiberboard plant). It also provides 
unique information on segments o f the forest products 
industry about which virtually no other information is 
available, including the log home industry.
This article, based on the most recent forest industry 
census, examines developments in Montana’s log home 
industry from its inception in 1946 and covers the BBER 
census years o f 1976, 1981, 1988, and 1993.
We define the Montana log home industry as timber 
processing firms which manufacture log homes and/or 
house logs in the state. In this study, we also include 
manufacturers o f timber frame homes, laminated beams, and 
laminated house logs, even though these firms do not 
process timber. We do not include here the activities of 
Montana log home dealers representing out-of-state timber 
processing firms, or o f construction companies buying 
materials from Montana, or o f out-of-state house log 
manufacturers selling homes in Montana.
History
Log home construction in Montana began as a purely 
local activity, providing basic shelter from local resources. In 
1946, National Log Construction Company built a plant in 
Thompson Falls, and this local activity became a global 
industry; National’s custom homes were, and still are, 
marketed worldwide. In 1957, Model Log Homes, also still 
operating, established a log home plant in Gallatin Gateway. 
These two facilities accounted for most o f Montana’s output 
until the 1970s.
There were three to five Montana firms producing log 
homes during the 1960s, but the industry overall grew little 
during that period (Montana Extension Service, 1960; 
Montana Department o f Natural Resources, 1969,1973).
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Table 1
Number of Montana Log Home Manufacturers, 
Production, and Sales Values, 1960-1993
Thousand Thousand Sales Value in
Number o f BF Scribner Lineal Feet o f Thousands o f
Year Producers o f  Timber House Logs Constant '93 S
1960 3-5 na 500-1,000 $3,600
1969 5 na 500-1,000 3,600
1972 5 na 500-1,000 3,600
1976 19 10,665 3,000 16,900
1981 28 13,595 4,000 16,700
1988 38 20,135 5,500 36,600
1993 59 19,901 5,322 58,500
Note: Product output volumes include those house logs manufactured from lumber and
recycled timbers. Output is often reported as numbers o f homes, and most plants produce 
either custom prebuilt homes or shells. However, because the size o f the homes/buildings 
produced by the industry has changed/increased over time, as has the mix o f shells to
complete homes, lineal feet o f house logs is deemed to be a more consistent measure o f 
activity level.
Sources: Montana Extension Service, 1960; Montana Department o f Natural Resources 

























Montana log home plants produced between 500,000 and one 
million lineal feet o f house logs annually in that decade.
As Table 1 shows, industry activity increased dramatically 
beginning early in the 1970s. Several factors fueled U.S. 
demand for log homes, including:
• the Back-to-nature movement
• Earth Day
• the Walt Disney-Davy Crocket generation reached home 
buying age
• People wanted second homes and were affluent enough 
to buy them
On the supply side, Montana had an abundance o f dead 
standing lodgepole pine, which was viewed as a land manage­
ment problem because it had little value in traditional markets 
and occupied commercial growing sites. However, dead 
standing lodgepole pine was well-suited to making house logs.
In addition to the few firms already operating in Montana, 
new firms were started by a small number o f entrepreneurs 
with an interest in log construction. These few firms in the 
early 1970s set in place the infrastructure for a successful log 
home industry. When demand could not be met by these few 
firms, others sprang up, many o f them spun off existing 
companies.
From 1972 to 1976, the number o f plants producing log 
homes nearly quadrupled. Production o f house logs was at 
three million lineal feet, and industry sales, when adjusted for 
inflation, went from $3.6 million in 1972 to $16.9 million in 
1976. The industry continued growing through the decade, and 
by 1981, 28 plants were producing 4 million lineal feet o f house
logs annually (Keegan et al., 1983). Growth continued through­
out the 1980s and into the 1990s, with the number o f firms, 
employment, and sales at an all-time industry high in 1993.
Industry Structure and Location
According to BBER’s census, a total o f 59 log home and 
house log manufacturers operate in 16 Montana counties, an 
increase o f 21 firms just since 1988 (Table 1). With a couple of 
exceptions, these 21 new firms are small companies serving 
primarily local markets. Larger, older firms still mostly serve 
national and international markets, and as one company 
representative says, “normally don’t compete with these 
smaller operators for the local residential log home market.”
The highest concentration o f log home producers in Mon­
tana—maybe anywhere—continues to be Ravalli County (Table 
2). Other counties with high concentration include Flathead, 
Gallatin, and Missoula, each with five or more producers.
These four counties together account for two-thirds o f the 
state’s firms and more than 80 percent o f industry employment 
and sales.
Like sawmills and plywood plants, log home plants locate 
near the timber resource. But firms that once got timber from 
their own back yards are now getting timber from several 
hundred miles away, from other states and Canada.
Unlike lumber and plywood industries that mostly sell 
through a network o f wholesalers and retailers, much o f log 
home sales are directly to end customers. Therefore, many log 
home companies, preferring locations that offer high visibility 
and accessibility to potential customers, tend to locate near
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high traffic areas. As one manufacturer said, “Although we 
don’t get a lot o f walk-in customers, if we aren’t located along 
the highways with everyone else, we won’t get noticed by the 
out-of-state people driving by.”
Products and Degree of Processing
House logs manufactured in Montana are of three basic 
types:
• Hand hewn or authentic style
• Machine planed or machine lathed
• Sawn
Hand hewn or authentic style logs are generally peeled by 
hand with a draw knife, and notched and grooved with an axe, 
chisel, and/or chainsaw. Machined logs are either planed or 
turned on a lathe to a standard diameter and then notched and 
grooved by machine. Sawn house logs are usually squared on 
two or three sides with a saw and left round on the rest.
Four firms in Montana manufacture timber frame homes 
and/or log homes using lumber. They manufacture:
• Laminated lumber logs and beams
• Recycled timbers
Laminated lumber logs and beams are made by gluing pieces 
of sawn lumber together. Recycled timbers are generally 
recovered from old buildings and structures.
In 1993, 46 percent o f total sales by Montana’s log home 
industry were machine contoured or machine lathed logs. 
Hand-hewn or authentic style logs accounted for 36 percent of 
sales, and sawn house logs accounted for 11 percent. House logs 
and timber frame houses manufactured from lumber and 
recycled timbers accounted for about 7 percent o f total sales.
About one-third o f Montana’s log home firms manufacture 
complete homes as part o f their operations. Only 10 percent of 
firms manufacture just house logs. The remainder operate 
somewhere in between, manufacturing log home kits or 
constructing shells or structures.
Timber Resources and Prices
Montana’s log home and house log manufacturers processed 
19.9 million board feet (MMBF) Scribner o f timber in 
1993, down slightly from the 20.1 MMBF processed in 1988 
but up from earlier census years (see Table 3). Overall, this 
represents only about 2 percent o f the total timber (1.1 billion 
board feet) processed by Montana’s forest products industry 
annually. About 78 percent o f this timber was harvested in 
Montana in 1993. The rest came from Canada, Idaho, Utah, 
Washington, and Wyoming.
Whereas Montana’s non-log home industry segments relied 
on dead standing timber for only about 7 percent o f their 1993 
supply, dead standing timber supplied 77 percent o f the log 
home segment’s total 1993 supply. Most o f this dead timber (82 
percent) was harvested in Montana.
Lodgepole pine continues to be the primary species used by 
Montana’s house log and log home industry. In 1993, lodgepole 
pine accounted for 59 percent of the total (Table 3), and 87 
percent o f that was dead standing timber. In 1976, lodgepole 
pine accounted for 95 percent o f the industry’s timber input.
Since then, the use o f other species has increased substan­
tially. Engelmann spruce comprised 21 percent o f the timber 
used to manufacture house logs in 1993, up from 12 percent in 
1988. Engelmann spruce surpassed Douglas-fir to become the
Table 3
Volume and Species of Timber Used by Montana 
House Log and Log Home Manufacturers


























































1976 100% 95% 1% 1% 1% a 2%
1981 100% 62% 10% 8% 3% 9% 2% 4% 2%
1988 100% 65% 13% 1% 1% 2% 6% _ 12%
1993 100% 59% 15% 1% 1% 1% 2% a 21%
Note: a=less than 0.5 percent.
Source: FIDACS, BBER.
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Table 4
Estimated Full- and Part-Time Employment in 
Montana's Log Home Industry, 1962-1993.
Associated
Mill Timber Harvesting
Year Employment Employment Total
1962 80-160 30 110-190
1969 80-160 30 110-190
1972 80-160 30 110-190
1976 200 50 250
1981 278 70 358
1988 440 120 560
1993 660 120 780
Source: FIDACS, BBER.
Table 5
Full-Time Equivalent Production Employment 
in Montana's Log Home Industry
Production Employment
Production per Million Board Feet






second most popular species used to produce house logs in 
Montana. Small amounts o f western red cedar, western white 
pine, western larch, true firs, and ponderosa pine were also 
used by the industry in 1993 (Table 3).
Prices for all Montana timber products, including those used 
to manufacture house logs, have increased dramatically in the 
last several years. The Bureau has tracked prices of mill- 
delivered timber since 1989. Depending on timber size, 
Montana’s log home and house log manufacturers paid an 
average o f 87 percent more for lodgepole pine timber in 
December 1993 than they paid in December 1989. Sawmills 
paid 141 percent more for lodgepole pine sawtimber over the 
same period.
This increase in timber price is being passed on to the log 
home customer. One manufacturer said that almost all his sales 
increase since 1988 has been due strictly to passing on the cost 
o f the logs. Another manufacturer noted that while log homes 
remain a popular choice, the price o f logs forces some custom­
ers out o f the market. His firm offers home designs that use 
fewer logs and more substitute materials to keep prices down.
Employment
When compared to other parts o f Montana’s forest prod­
ucts industry, the log home segment is very labor intensive, 
primarily due to the degree o f processing. As noted earlier, 
about 90 percent of Montana’s house log manufacturers 
produce either complete homes, shells, or kits—all highly labor 
intensive activities—and only 10 percent produce just house 
logs.
As Table 4 shows, about 780 full- and part-time workers 
were employed by Montana’s log home industry in 1993 or 
almost 7 percent o f the state’s total forest industry employ­
ment. Adjusted to full-time equivalent workers (employed 40 
hours per week, 52 weeks a year) there were 526 full-time 
equivalent production workers or about 26 production work­
ers per million board feet (MMBF) o f timber processed (Table 
5). That is about 5 to 10 times the worker-board feet ratio of 
Montana’s sawmill and plywood industries (Keegan et al.,
1993). In the log home segment o f Montana’s industry, both 
total employment and employment per MMBF have increased 
dramatically since 1976, due to the increase in manufacturing 
firms and the overall size, value, and complexity of projects.
Product Sales
Montana log home industry sales totaled about $59 million 
in 1993 or 4 percent o f Montana’s overall primary forest 
products sales (Table 1). Sales, when adjusted for inflation, have 
grown almost 60 percent since 1988, although overall produc­
tion volume has not increased. Sales increased while volume 
was unchanged because higher timber costs are being passed on 
in the cost o f the product. In addition, a few larger firms 
indicate that more o f their projects are higher-end, expensive 
homes and resorts, which also contributes to rising sales.
Markets
Montana’s log home manufacturers sell their products in all 
regions of the United States and in many foreign countries. But 
as Table 6 shows, sales are concentrated in this region. In 1993, 
the Rocky Mountain states, excluding Montana, accounted for 
28 percent o f the $59 million in manufactured house log, log 
home, and timber frame home sales. Montana accounted for 20 
percent of total sales, an increase from 1981 and 1988. The Far 
West region, including California, Oregon, and Washington, 
comprised 16 percent o f 1993 sales. Other U.S. destinations 
accounted for 32 percent of total sales, a decline from 1981 and 
1988.
The export o f house logs, log homes, and timber frame 
homes to other countries accounted for 4 percent of total sales 
in 1993, down from 1988 when exports accounted for 7 percent 
o f sales.





sentatives were asked about 
the outlook for Montana’s 
log home industry. All 
expected continued growth 
in the industry but voiced 
concern about timber 
supply and the rising cost 
of timber. Steve 
Peckinpaugh o f Custom 
Log Homes in Stevensville 
told us, “The outlook for
Sources Cited
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Table 6
Sales Destination of Montana Log Homes
-------- Percent of Total
1976 1981 1988 1993
Montana 23% 16% 13% 20%
Other Rocky Mountain States* 37% 24% 19% 28%
Far Westb 20% 21% 15% 16%
Other Destinations 20% 38% 46% 32%
Export 0% 1% 7% 4%
‘Includes Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. 
Includes California, Oregon, Washington.
Source: FIDACS, BBER.
the industry is good,
providing the cost o f timber doesn’t hinder growth. Higher 
timber prices have caused a shift in the market to higher-end, 
executive type homes, with the market already beyond reach of 
most o f the middle class. Many o f the homes are being sold in 
ski resort areas, where homes are more expensive.”
Phil Auble o f Model Log Homes in Gallatin Gateway agreed 
that raw material is at times very difficult to get. While his firm 
caters to all markets, he says more o f his business is in larger, - 
higher-end homes.
Ken Thuerbach, owner o f Victor-based Alpine Log Homes 
noted that timber costs are the primary driver o f increases in 
sales. H e did see some easing o f supply conditions, but said that 
timber is now difficult to get for different reasons. “Two years 
ago there were lawsuits shutting down about every timber sale 
that came along. N ow  the Forest Service has a different focus, 
different priorities, and there are not enough personnel to put 
up timber sales.”
Another industry representative agreed that the supply issue 
has eased. According to Lou Carlascio o f National Log Con­
struction in Thompson Falls, “timber supply is not as big a 
concern as it was a year ago. We have suppliers that we’ve dealt 
with for many years, so we do not face the problems that the 
newcomers might.” Carlascio’s firm also has seen a rise in high- 
end sales—“fancier homes with more glass and marble
Keegan, Charles E. IQ, Daniel 
P. Wichman, and Gerald E. Evans, 1993. Employment- and Wage- 
Consumption Ratios for Montana’s Forest Products Manufacturers. 
Western Journal o f Applied Forestry, Vol. 8, No. 2, April 1993. 4 p.
Keegan, Charles E. HI, Timothy P. Jackson, and Maxine C. Johnson, 
1983. Montana’s Forest Products Industry: a Descriptive Analysis 
1981. Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana, Missoula, MT.
Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, 1969. 
Review list of sawmills and other primary wood using plants. 
Missoula, MT: Division of Forestry. 13 p.
Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, 1973. 
Montana wood processing plants, 1972. Missoula, MT: Division of 
Forestry. 28 p.
Montana Extension Service, 1960. Timber sellers guide: a directory of 
forest products plants. Circular 1061. Montana State University, 
Bozeman, MT: 32 p.
PRICE - A log price reporting system. The University of Montana, 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Missoula, MT.
Peckinpaugh, Steve - Custom Log Homes, Stevensville, MT. Personal 
communication.
Thuerbach, Ken - Alpine Log Homes, Victor, MT. Personal communi­
cation.
countertops.” H e noted a recent shift in market areas as well:
A large share o f our business used to be in California, but now 
as Californians are moving into Montana, a lot more o f our 
business is in the state.”
Montana’s log home industry may not fulfill every eco­
nomic development specialist’s dream, but it does provide a 
number o f jobs and convert an otherwise low  value resource 
into high quality, high value products which are sold through­
out the world. And it is expected to continue growing as long 
as timber availability and subsequent prices allow. □
Daniel P. Wichman is a research assistant at the Bureau o f 
Business and Economic Research, The University o f Montana. 
Charles E. Keegan III is the bureau's director o f forest industry 
research. Dwane D. Van Hooser is the program manager o f the 
Inventory Monitoring and Evaluation Program, Intermountain 
Research Station, USDA Forest Service.
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SELECTED STATS
Selected Ratios for Montana Retail Firms with Payroll, 1992
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-----------    — Sales--------------- ——----—
Per Per Annual Payroll Employees per
establishment employee per employee establishment
Kind of Business (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
Retail Trade 917,555 97,002 10,829 9
Building materials and garden supply stores 1,193,569 171,727 16,932 7
Building materials and supply stores 1,521,785 203,040 19,372 7
Hardware stores 750,466 108,846 11,819 7
Retail nurseries, lawn and garden supply stores 487,000 113,054 13,241 4
Manufactured (mobile) home dealers 1,679,417 300,791 27,709 6
General merchandise stores 4,914,067 118,850 11,351 41
Department stores (inch leased depts.) 12,001,341 (NA) (NA) (NA)
Department stores (excl. leased depts.) 11,693,182 108,384 11,128 108
Variety stores 689,350 69,808 9,281 10
Miscellaneous general merchandise stores 2,955,091 183,996 13,122 16
Food stores 1,962,550 121,450 11,007 16
Grocery stores 2,400,656 126,235 11,217 19
Meat and fish (seafood) markets 376,688 102,153 10,644 4
Retail bakeries ' 168,021 27,231 7,176 6
Other food stores 245,426 51,973 7,384 5
Automotive dealers 3,102,119 286,280 22,502 11
New and used car dealers 7,888,511 344,786 24,905 23
Used car dealers 1,009,921 217,894 14,651 5
Auto and home supply stores 627,081 119,609 18,426 5
Miscellaneous automotive dealers 1,412,544 241,947 18,058 6
Gasoline service station 1,041,537 169,364 11,105 6
Gasoline/convenience food stores 1,035,886 154,596 9,257 7
Other gasoline service stations and truck stops 1,044,362 177,786 12,159 6
Apparel and accessory stores 445,902 82,538 9,489 5
Men’s and boy’s clothing and accessory stores 458,692 95,663 11,588 5
Women’s clothing and specialty stores 331 675 62,532 6,658 5
Family clothing stores 724,705 99,678 11,823 7
Shoe stores 452,733 92,376 10,923 5
Other apparel and accessory stores 162,370 65,518 7,211 2
Furniture and home furnishing stores 647,899 116,009 15,345 6
Furniture stores 745,625 118,559 17^73 6
Home furnishing stores 531,223 133,780 18,078 4
Household appliance stores 818,985 134,796 16,451 6
Radio, television, computer, and music stores 555,118 93,625 11,317 6
Eating and drinking places 304,188 27,555 7,063 11
Eating places 345,008 25,791 6,992 13
Drinking places 202,519 38,823 7,515 5
Drug and proprietary stores 1,037,404 130,461 14,905 8
Drugstores 1,054,479 131,006 14,966 8
Proprietary stores 109,667 41,125 4,750 3
Miscellaneous retail stores 384,379 86,906 11,202 4
Liquor stores 392,858 183,421 14 2̂19 2
Used merchandise stores 190,286 53,138 10,457 4
Miscellaneous shopping goods stores 394,956 78,433 9,995 5
Nonstore retailers 824,790 122,077 14,041 7
Fuel dealers 580,652 154,393 17,925 4
F,orists 186,221 41.587 8,692 4
Tobacco stores and stands 554,250 138,563 8,719 4
News dealers and newsstands 178,000 89,000 8̂ 667 2
Optical goods stores 203,800 71,509 15̂ 088 3
Miscellaneous retail stores, n.e.c. 253,116 73,100 12,418 3
SELECTED STATS
Selected Ratios for Montana Service Sector Firms with Payroll 
Subject to Federal Income Tax, 1992
Note: Data for both pages includes only establishments with payroll. 
Source: U.S. Department o f  Commerce, U.S. Bureau o f  the Census.
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------------------------ Receipts-------------------------
Per Per Annual Payroll Employees per
establishment employee per employee establishment
Kind o f Business or Operation tdollarsi fdollarsl (dollars^ (dollars^
Amusement and recreation services,
including motion pictures and museums 
Theatrical producers (except motion picture),
bands, orchestras, and entertainers 150,188 58,610 14,220 3
Bowling centers 300,750 29,567 7,396 10
Commercial sports and other amusement and
recreation services, including museums 389,343 47,470 8,532 8
Health services ' 437,217 60,381 24,060 7
Offices and clinics o f doctors o f medicine 562,379 90,897 39,527 6
Offices and clinics o f dentists 242,657 53,371 18,305 5
Offices and clinics o f doctors o f osteopathy 250,250 55,611 18,611 5
Offices and clinics o f other health practitioners 182,571 63,623 16,060 3
Nursing and personal care facilities 1,889,578 27,289 12,510 69
Hospitals 4,943,000 61,788 24,991 80
Other health services 465,396 59,791 19,955 8
Legal services 300,510 79,493 29,040 4
Selected educational services 80,731 27,618 7,592 3
Libraries — — — —
Vocational schools 147,000 29,400 6,971 5
Schools and educational services, n.e.c. 56,316 26,098 8,122 2
Social services 94,551 21,554 8,230 4
Child day care services 54,481 15,093 5,733 4
Other social services 169,480 29,021 11,115 6
Engineering, accounting, research, management
and related services (except noncommercial
research organizations) 318,254 59,972 24,857 5
Engineering, architectural, & surveying services 431,410 70,774 28,864 6
Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping services 207,611 47,430 19,681 4
Research, development, and testing services
(except noncommercial research organizations) 888,475 63,576 28,030 14
Management and public relations services 224,748 60,412 24,562 4
Services, n.e.c 228,940 61,876 21,735 4
TAXES
Montana Property Taxes 
Since 1-105
by Douglas J. Young
T
I n 1986 Montana voters approved Initiative 105,
I which was supposed to freeze property taxes. Have 
property taxes in fact remained constant in the 
ensuing years? H ow  have different areas o f the state fared? 
Should property taxes be further limited in some fashion, 
perhaps by basing them on fixed property values in some 
particular year?
This article is intended to contribute to public policy 
discussions o f these issues by providing a factual description of 
how Montana property taxes have actually evolved in recent 
years. N o particular policy proposals are advocated. Rather, 
the intention is to provide accurate background 
information that will contribute to greater public 
understanding o f the issues.
The text o f Initiative 105 simply called for 
property taxes to be “capped at the 1986 level.”
The 1987 legislature interpreted this as limiting 
property taxes for individual residences and other 
properties, and capping the total mills that could 
be levied by a governmental unit. However, these 
limits were eroded by a number o f provisions 
enacted in 1987 and later. First the 1987 legisla­
ture specifically excluded from the caps annex­
ation, new construction, rural improvement 
districts, special improvement districts, debt service, street 
maintenance districts, tax increment financing districts and 
jurisdictions in which taxable value declined by 5 percent or 
more. The last exclusion proved especially important: by 1994 
taxable values had declined at least 5 percent in 34 of 
Montana’s 56 counties. (These jurisdictions still faced limits on 
the dollar amount o f property tax levies.)
The limitations o f 1-105 were further eased by the 1989 
legislature with the adoption o f the “sales-assessment.” Reas­
sessment increases averaged a modest 3 percent statewide in the 
first year, but some areas experienced increases o f as much as 30 
percent in a single year.
After the state’s system o f financing K-12 education was 
declared unconstitutional, the legislature increased the manda­
tory property tax levy for the schools from 45 mills to 95 mills 
and specifically excluded school districts from the limitations 
o f 1-105.
The 1989 special session also removed oil, natural gas and 
coal production from the property tax rolls and replaced them 
with two new taxes, the Local Government Severance Tax and 
the Coal Gross Proceeds Tax. Before these taxes were intro­
duced, the taxable value o f production had already fallen by 
more than 50 percent (Figure 1). Thus, communities which had 
depended on their resource bases were already having fiscal 
difficulties. The new taxes on resources were at approximately 
the same effective rates as the old ones, so communities did not 
experience immediate losses from the change. However, the 
change in taxing methods exempted resource production from 
the increased mill levies that accompanied school 
finance reform and thus shifted the burden onto 
other forms of property.
Property tax bills received by homeowners in 
the fall of 1993 were based on the first statewide 
reassessment o f individual properties since 1982. 
The average reassessment in 1993 resulted in a 7.3 
percent increase, but reassessments varied greatly 
from district to district as well as house to house. 
Reassessment resulted in decreases in value of 
more than 20 percent for 19 percent o f residences, 
and increases in value o f more than 20 percent for 
about one quarter o f residences. Changes o f this 
magnitude make it easy to understand why many taxpayers are 
worried about property taxes.
Taxable Values, Mill Levies, 
and Taxes
Table 1 reports statewide taxable values, mill rates, and 
taxes levied for each year from 1987 through 1994. (“Taxes 
levied” exclude improvement districts. An average mill rate is 
defined by the ratio o f taxes levied to taxable value.) Taxable 
value declined by S576 million, or 25 percent, between 1987 
and 1994. As Figure 1 indicates, the decrease is primarily 
attributable to the decline in natural resource production and 
the subsequent elimination o f this category from the tax rolls. 
The taxable value o f resources declined by almost $700 million 
during this period.
Data for individual counties is shown in Table 2. The
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combined mill levy o f state and local governments and schools 
increased steadily. By 1994 the average mill levy had increased 
50 percent over its 1987 level.
Another way o f examining the impact o f the decline in 
resource production is to calculate what mill rates would have 
been in 1994 if the decline had not occurred. If the taxable 
value o f natural resource production had maintained its 1987 
value ($705 million), then 1994 property taxes ($628 million) 
plus the new resource taxes (the Local Government Severance 
Tax plus the Coal Gross Proceeds Tax -  $40.8 million) could 
have been levied with a mill rate o f only 275 mills. That is, if 
natural resources had not declined, the statewide average mill 
levy would have risen a more modest 33 mills'or 13 percent 
rather than the 50 percent it actually rose.
Total taxes levied initially decreased by about 11 percent 
after the passage o f 1-105 but then increased, with an especially 
large jump in 1994. The increase over the entire 1987-94 period 
was $69 million or 12 percent. Consumer prices increased 32 
percent over these years, so the purchasing power o f property 
taxes actually fell by about 20 percent. The increase in prop­
erty taxes was also moderate in relation to income growth, 
which was 47 percent. In fact, total property taxes declined 
from 5.7 percent o f income in 1987 to 4.3 percent in 1994. If 
one includes the Local Government Severance Tax and the 
Coal Gross Proceeds Tax in the 1994 figures, taxes rose $109 
million or 20 percent, still less than inflation and income 
growth.
Breakdown by Level 
of Government
Table 3 displays taxes levied by level o f government. The 
state component o f school taxes is the amount that counties (or 
the state) were required to levy. In 1987 each county was 
required to levy 45 mills. In 1994 every county was required to 
levy 55 mills, and the state levied an additional 40 mills, for a 
total of 95 “state" mills. The local component o f school taxes is 
simply that part o f school taxes that was not required by the 
state.
Schools are the largest beneficiaries o f property taxes, 
accounting for more than 60 percent o f the total. (Ho wever, 
property taxes now account for less than half o f school 
revenues. Other sources include the Federal government, state 
income and resource taxes, and other district sources such as 
tuition and fees.) Counties receive about 20 percent o f all 
property taxes, cities and towns about 8 percent, and the 
remaining 10 percent goes for all other uses—including the 
university 6 mill levy, state assumption o f welfare, and fire and 
miscellaneous districts.
School taxes levied at local discretion have increased less 
than 1 percent since 1987, but mandatory levies for the 
foundation program increased by $61 million, or 60 percent. 
County taxes declined $10 million while municipal taxes 
increased about $5 million. The “other” category increased by
Note: “All other” primarily includes residential and commercial property.
Source: Department o f Agricultural Economics and Economics, Montana 
State University, Bozeman, MT.
Table 1
Taxable Values, Mill Rates, and 
Taxes Levied Statewide
Taxable Value Mill Rate Taxes
Fiscal Year (S Millions) (Average) Levied
1987 2,308 242 559
1988 2,001 265 531
1989 1,943 256 498
1990 1,907 281 535
1991 1,573 327 514
1992 1,595 338 539
1993 1,633 344 561




Source: Department o f Agricultural Economics and Economics, 
Montana State University, Bozeman, MT.
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Table 2
Property Taxes by Level of Government ($Millions)
Fiscal 1987 Fiscal 1994 Change: FY'87-,94
Taxes %  Total Taxes %  Total Dollars %  Change
Schools—Local 235 42 237 38 2 1
Schools—State 104 19 165 26 61 59
Schools—Total 340 61 402 64 62 18
County 125 22 115 18 -10 -8
Municipal 45 8 50 8 5 11
Other 49 9 61 10 12 24
Total 559 100 627 100 68 12
Source: Department o f Agricultural Economics and Economics, Montana State 
University, Bozeman, MT.
$12 million. Thus, the entire increase in property taxes in this 
period is basically the result o f increases for elementary and 
secondary education.
Total property taxes for schools rose 18 percent. Taking 
into consideration the 4 percent increase in enrollment, 
property taxes per pupil rose about 14 percent. Since prices 
rose 32 percent during this period, property taxes per pupil fell 
about 15 percent relative to prices. Property taxes for counties, 
municipalities, and other purposes also rose more slowly than 
inflation.
Residential Property Taxes
While the rise in total property taxes was moderate in 
comparison with inflation and income growth, this was not 
necessarily true for taxes on individual pieces or classes of 
property. In particular, the decline in the taxable value of 
natural resources meant that higher mill rates would have to 
be levied on other forms o f property just to maintain existing 
revenue levels. At the same time, homeowners received widely 
varying reassessments o f their properties. (The net effect on a 
homeowner's property taxes o f changes in mill rates and 
reassessment is given by the following formula: percent change 
in property tax = percent change in mill levy + percent 
change in assessed value + (percent change in mill levy x 
percent change in assessed value) 100.
Table 3 displays residential property tax data for each 
county. County averages do not reflect differences within 
counties that stem from residence in or out o f a city or town, 
the specific school district, or variations in reassessments.
Thus, most individuals experienced greater or lesser changes in 
their property taxes.
Statewide average mills levied on residential property 
increased from 310 to 377, or 22 percent. Average mill rates on 
residential property exceed average mill rates for all property 
because residential property is more likely to be located in 
cities or towns which have higher mill rates. Residential mill
rates include taxes for state, counties, municipalities, and 
schools. Fire, miscellaneous, and special improvement districts 
are excluded.
The cumulative effect o f all reassessments in the 1987-94 
period averaged an increase o f 11 percent statewide. A typical 
residence saw an increase o f 35 percent in property taxes. This 
is an increase o f 3 percent after inflation (32 percent) is ac­
counted for and about 7 percent less than the growth in per 
capita income (42 percent). Thus, residential property taxes 
declined as a fraction o f income.
Perhaps the most striking finding is the diversity of 
results across counties. The percentage change in property 
taxes on a typical residence ranges from an increase o f 136 
percent in Powder River to a decline o f 17 percent in Carter 
County. (Note that these two counties are adjacent. An 
important difference is that Carter had no natural resource 
base.) Increases exceeded the statewide average o f 35 percent in 
24 of the counties and were below average in 31 counties.
Nine o f the ten counties with the largest increases in 
residential taxes depended heavily on natural resources. As 
these sources o f funds dried upj more o f the property tax 
burden was shifted to residential and other forms of property. 
Perhaps surprisingly, the current level o f tax rates in these 
counties is actually below average. The 10 counties which 
experienced the largest percentage increases in taxes have an 
average mill rate o f 357—about 20 mills below the state 
average. Most o f these counties had extraordinarily low  mill 
rates in 1987, because much o f the burden was borne by natural 
resources.
In Fallon county, for example, resources were 90 percent 
o f the tax base in 1987. Because of the large resource base, mills 
levied were only 135 —less than half o f the statewide average. 
By 1994, mill rates had increased by 147 percent which, when 
combined with a 23 percent decline in residential values, 
resulted in a 90 percent increase in the property taxes on a 
typical residence. Still, in 1994 the average mill rate in Fallon
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county was 332—below the statewide average of 377. Thus, the 
dramatic increases in residential property taxes in the resource 
counties have been mostly a “catching-up” with the rest o f the 
state.
Even with this gap closing, dramatic differences in prop­
erty tax rates remain in FY 1994. Missoula County has the 
highest average rates (467 mills) while Rosebud has the lowest 
(178). This means that a typical residence in Missoula County 
is assessed more than two and a half times as much in property 
taxes as a residence o f equal market value in Rosebud County. 
Some o f this difference represents the additional or higher cost 
services (e.g., a paid fire department) provided in the urbanized 
areas o f Missoula County, but most o f the difference arises 
because Rosebud’s property tax base includes the Colstrip 
power plants, thus enabling it to levy relatively low  mill rates.
Rising property values also contributed to tax increases in 
some areas of the state, most notably in western Montana. The 
five counties in which reassessment increases averaged 29 
percent or higher experienced tax increases averaging 53 
percent. On the other hand, declining property values did not 
necessarily translate into declining taxes, because value 
declines often occurred in the eastern Montana counties which 
lost their natural resource tax bases and increased mill rates in 
order to compensate.
Final Thoughts
D o these findings confirm a need or suggest a strategy for 
property tax reform? Tw o points to keep in mind:
• Residential property taxes do not appear to be high in 
Montana in comparison with other states. The statewide 
average mill rate o f 377 combined with a taxable value rate of 
3.86 percent implies that property taxes average about 1.46 
percent o f market value. This is identical to the national 
average (for 1991) reported by the Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations in its State Revenue Capacity and 
Effort.
• Residential property taxes have actually declined relative 
to per capita income in the last seven years. Thus neither the 
level nor rate of growth o f statewide residential property taxes 
seems to be a cause for major reform.
Statewide averages, however, conceal a great deal o f variabil­
ity across areas o f the state and individual properties. Should 
tax increases be mitigated where they have been the largest? 
Perhaps. The largest increases occurred in the natural resource 
counties which previously had extraordinarily low tax rates, 
and their rates remain below average. It is hard to make the 
case that taxpayers in the rest o f the state should shoulder a 
portion o f the burden that residents o f these counties had 
previously been able to avoid. On the other hand, these 
counties are experiencing very real adjustment problems.
Another source o f tax increases has been upward reassess­
ment o f property values. There are three possibilities. If the
increased value does not reflect market value, then the increase 
should be reversed. Adequate provisions for appeals of assessed 
values would appear to exist already. If the reassessment does 
reflect market value, it may be because the property was 
previously underassessed, and thus the owner paid lower taxes 
than his or her neighbors who owned properties o f equal 
value. If this is the case, there would appear little reason to 
continue this particular favoritism.
Finally, an upward reassessment could occur because a 
property has in fact increased in market value. In this case the 
wealth of the owner has also increased, but perhaps not the 
owner’s ability to generate cash flow with which to make tax 
payments. Recall that property taxes average less than 1.5 
percent of market value. Thus for each dollar increase in 
wealth through appreciation o f a property, an owner must be 
able to find about 1.5 cents in additional cash flow. This is, 
without doubt, a serious problem in certain cases. H ow  many 
cases is less clear.
For low income and/or elderly homeowners who are truly 
squeezed by property tax increases, the state offers relief via 
three programs: a “circuit breaker” tax credit, a reduction in 
rates based on incomes, and a reverse annuity that converts 
equity into cash.
If property taxes are based on acquisition value rather than 
market value, and market values are rising, then the burden of 
taxes is redistributed and a “lock-in” effect is created. Redistri­
bution occurs because, for a given level o f revenues, lower 
taxes on long-time owners must be offset by higher taxes on 
newer owners, including the young who may have greater 
difficulty purchasing a first property. Redistribution may also 
occur between areas o f the state: taxes would be lower in high 
growth areas like Bozeman, and higher in areas where property 
values are stagnant or declining. Owners may become “locked 
in” to their current properties after living in them for some 
time, because moving to a different property—even one with a 
lower market value—would result in higher taxes. Older home 
owners may hold on to larger houses than they need after their 
children have moved on, thus making it still more difficult for 
younger families to acquire suitable housing.
Property taxes also increase when mill levies increase. Mill 
rates are set by government bodies ranging from the state 
legislature to district commissioners, sometimes with the 
explicit consent o f the voters. The principal reason for tax 
increases in the last seven years was school funding, especially 
equalization. It would seem that if citizens are unhappy with 
these actions, they would most appropriately be addressed 
directly or through their elected representatives rather than 
through the property tax.Q
Douglas J. Young is a professor in the department o f Agricul­
tural Economics and Economics at Montana State University in 
Bozeman.
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